The article considers the factors that have a certain influence on the voting process. The goal of the research is to develop an algorithm and model for the construction of political space and variant behavior of voters in the process of political elections. Methods: the research is based on the system analysis of the voting process, the theory of probability and distribution laws, and the method of political modeling. Result: a multi-factor simulation model of voting at the polling station with interface graphical information is constructed. In summary, the authors concluded it is possible to build complex models for any region based on the proposed model. The model allows students and researchers to carry out political experiments seeking the advantages for the chosen political party.
Introduction
Economic, social, technical, innovative development of the state, the development of civil society is inextricably linked with the conscious involvement of citizens in the process of political and economic relations through their participation in elections, protests and other political campaigns and actions. Political preferences of voters and their political behavior depend on their role in the system of hierarchical relations, social status, financial situation, as well as the state of the surrounding socio-economic situation, the level of social tension.
One of the elements of the formation and functioning of the political system of the state is political elections [1, 2] . Their subject is society in the person of its capable citizens, and the object is political and state power. Political elections are a way of forming the bodies of state power and public administration by expressing the political will of citizens in accordance with the current electoral system. By means of elections, Central and local representative bodies of state power are formed, candidates for elected positions (from the President or the head of government) are determined. Elections may be presidential; parliamentary; municipal; regular; extraordinary; additional.
In political science literature, we can find the statement that elections are nothing more than a kind of political ritual, allegedly not having a decisive influence on the political processes of the state. They only create the appearance of citizens ' involvement in political decision-making, as voters vote for candidates who are offered to them by political parties. Nevertheless, a democratic system of elections is an important component of the mechanism of state power [3] .
Election results are always probabilistic, because the voting results are subject to certain distribution laws [4] . With the development of political sociology, sociology of financial behavior, economic sociology, with the development of the theory of small groups, the theory of rational choice, etc., there was initial information and methodological basis for the construction of simulation models of political choice [5] . Such models allow, on the one hand, to construct a political space and political interaction to obtain the expected political result, on the other hand, by modeling methods it is possible to predict the development of political processes and obtain the probabilistic characteristics of the planned political events.
Methodology
Computer business games refers to active teaching methods, which imply the presence of a mathematical or formalized model, simulating various aspects of the behavior of the object under study [6] . The models can reflect both the activity of economic objects and trajectories of movement, strategic decision-making, i.e. any objects and processes, the essential content and target aspirations of which can be formalized and translated into algorithms of their behavior [7, 8] .
The modeling method is the basis for the development of computer business games, which are widespread in the West [9] . Business games are an integral part of University programs at the faculties of political science and economics.
The developed computer model should meet the principles of consistency and criterion, i.e. a mathematical or formalized model, which is the basis of the business game, is evaluated by the criterion of internal consistency and the criterion of external likelihood. The criteria of consistency and likelihood allow us to build a model that reflects the typical realities associated with typical internal and external reactions of the simulated object.
An important aspect of the model used in the business game is its interactive interface, which immediately and clearly allows you to determine, evaluate and show the effectiveness of management decisions. In a computer business game, the "method of trial and error" is fully implemented, when the playing party immediately sees the price of damage from erroneous decisions.
One of the most important aspects of a business computer game is the possibility of conducting experiments on a computer model of the object of research, the collection of experimental statistical information and the processing of this information in order to identify new dependencies.
Game concept. Consider the concept of a computer business game designed to assess the impact of a number of external factors on the results of voting for political parties in polling stations.
Working with the model consists of several stages. The first stage: the design of the territories. At this stage, the players create their own settlements, determine their location in the coordinate system (X, Y) and set the population that lives in these settlements (see figure 1 ) [10] .
The second stage: the design of the electoral space. At this stage, playing in the coordinate system (X, Y) themselves distribute the location and number of polling stations (see figure 1 ) [11] . The third stage: for the residents of each locality is given the following information: 1) probability of voting for one of the parties; 2) indicator of the unity of the electorate, which supports its party; 3) indicator of the level of relevance of the electoral program of the parties for the electorate. The Player sets: 1) location of polling stations;
2) certain characteristics of the electorate; 3) the coefficient of complication of the elections by polling stations: holidays, weather conditions; 4) voting time of the electorate -it can create preferred situations for a particular party. The results of voting are immediately displayed in the form of graphical information.
The goal of the game is a clear consolidation of logical links between a certain set of concepts: "electorate -party affiliation -party cohesion -the relevance of the election party program"; "distribution of settlements -the population in them -the distribution of polling stations"; "voting results -complicating natural and social factors -the cohesion of the electorate" [12] .
The model is based on the system of calculations between the indicators of settlements and the indicators of polling stations, as well as the system of probabilities of occurrence of the events indicated in the model. The game model includes a fairly complex algorithm of calculations, on the other hand, the model demonstrates the possibility of creating a real model of political elections. The initial information for the real model is collected by the methods of political sociology.
Results

Input Parameters of the Model
The created social and political infrastructure of the settlement with its population and with its party political preferences and with its system of party assessments. The population, on election day, expresses its political will. Yt = F ( Yt-1; Х1t ; Х2t ; Х3t ; Х4t ; Х5t; Х6t; Х7t; Х8t) (1) Where: External / exogenous factors in the model are: X1t -defined coordinate system of settlements; X2t -defined coordinate system of polling stations; X3t-population in settlements; X4t-three political parties: Blue, Purple, Yellow; X5t-factors complicating the voting process: weather, social; Х6t -the probability of selecting the electorate of one of the parties; X7t -the level of party unity of the electorate of his party; X8t-significance of the electoral program of political parties for the electorate;
Output information
Y1t -distribution of votes by polling stations;
Y2t-the number of votes cast for the parties by precincts and in general;
The interface information about the possible States of the output parameters can be presented in the form of various graphs. The graphs show the electoral activity of the population, as well as the number of voters. By implementing a model, students or researchers can immediately get an idea of what political parties can win depending on the value of the input factors.
The graphs can be given options for a model political experiment associated with the results of voting with different characteristics of voters who are members of one of the parties represented. In each case, the impact of such characteristics as "unity of party ranks" and "relevance of the content of the election party programs", which are offered to voters, on the voting results can be evaluated.
Summary
Leading political parties and political forces before elections always offer voters a "model of the future", the socio-economic indicators and characteristics of which should convince voters to vote for its implementation, and therefore for the political party that proposed this model. Political sociology makes it possible to find out the system of voters 'responses to political parties' policy documents and to identify electoral preferences, thus forming the information basis for the model. Political modeling makes it possible to study the process of political voting, to identify hidden mechanisms and contradictions that affect the electoral process, helps to obtain complex cause-and-effect relationships based on initial assumptions. In our case, the model is based on the principles of an independent division of mathematics -computational mathematics, which allows more accurately describe the logical relationship of political processes. It is possible to build a model of the voting process at polling stations for any region if there is a request.
